Greetings!

Have you ever heard a song, and felt that the words seemed to perfectly fit something that you were struggling with at the time? It's incredible how God knows exactly what we need to hear and when.

We've heard from several listeners who have been inspired and blessed by Christian music. Their stories make up The Story Project. Each week, we'll hear from a different listener about how God has used music to speak to them in a very real way. This week, we'll hear from Lonna.

During a time of struggle, Lonna was driving down the road one day, and heard a song on the radio that brought tears her eyes because the lyrics spoke the words that were in her heart. It was that moment that changed her life.

You can watch Lonna's story on the Positive Life Radio website.

I invite you to come and experience The Story Project with us this week. Each story is unique, inspirational, heartfelt, and moving. We so excited to share these stories of blessings with you.
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